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Kids Can Be The Ultimate BBQ Pitmaster With Bamba BBQ For iOS
Published on 07/08/14
Bamba! today introduces Bamba BBQ 1.0.0, its new kid's educational title available
universally for the iPhone as well as the iPad. Bamba BBQ brings with it all the exciting
flavors of the BBQ experience along with wacky ingredients. Featuring an interactive
interface, Bamba BBQ emulates the real life barbecue process so kids will have to chop
wood, set fire to the pit and cook food. Kids are free to do what they like and serve
their dish to the four wacky characters to enjoy their reaction.
Singapore - Bamba! is today extremely proud to announce the global launch of Bamba BBQ for
kids. For the first time ever, one of Bamba's Apps is now available universally for the
iPhone as well as the iPad. Bamba BBQ brings with it all the exciting flavors of the BBQ
experience along with wacky ingredients.
Kids will enjoy spending time with Bamba BBQ. Featuring an interactive interface, Bamba
BBQ emulates the real life barbecue process so kids will have to chop wood, set fire to
the pit and cook food. Like other titles in the Bamba series, Bamba BBQ has no points or
rewards. Kids are free to do what they like and serve their dish to the four wacky
characters to enjoy their reaction.
"We are extremely pleased with the global launch of Bamba BBQ. Many of our customers were
demanding that our Apps be available for the iPhone as well, and with Bamba BBQ, we
decided to make things universal. We're proud that kids can now get the Bamba experience
on the iPad as well as on the iPhone. Bamba BBQ falls under a whole new category of
entertainment where kids can learn all about the fun experiences involved in a BBQ in an
interactive way.", said John Ng, cofounder of Bamba.
As with all Bamba Apps, Bamba BBQ takes privacy extremely seriously and serves no ads or
in-app purchases to provide a delightful experience for kids.
Features:
* Huge list of different ingredients - from Burger Patties to Batwings
* Feed our silly friends - Unidonk (Half unicorn, half donkey), Seymour (A big mouthed
plant), Poofy (Little witch-in-training) and a bunch of Piranhas
* Interactive BBQ fun - Chop wood, set fire to the pit, cook food
* Fantastic, beautiful artwork
* Kid-focused interface
* No external advertising
* No in-app purchases
* Great for kids 2
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPad - Universal
* iOS 5.1 or later
* 412.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Bamba BBQ 1.0.0 is currently priced at just $2.99 USD and available through the App Store
globally in the Education category. Promo codes are available on request for review
purposes.
Bamba Town:
http://bambatown.com
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Bamba BBQ 1.0.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/bamba-bbq/id888638849
YouTube Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1WZM4TMO9Q
Screenshot 1:
http://appversal.com/site/bbq2.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://appversal.com/site/bbq3.jpg
App Icon:
http://appversal.com/site/bambabbq.jpg

Mezmedia is an interactive studio based in Singapore. Under the Bamba brand, we create fun
interactive toys for kids. It is our belief that interactive toys offer a new and exciting
way to educate young children, learning through play. Our apps are designed to stimulate a
child's imagination and creativity. Copyright 2014 Mezmedia Pte Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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